MOON-NEPTUNE IN PISCES
Offerings from this series have a specialized charge, acting as hypnotics, trance-inducers, visionary
aids, and dream potentiators. They are incredibly strong and instantly altering, inducing a light
trance state simply by holding them or being in their presence. For this reason, it is best to keep
them covered or put away when not in use.
Their charge opens avenues of subtle and psychic perception as it pulls you away from mundane and
worldly matters, as if caught in a gentle, almost chemically induced riptide, being pulled into the
depths of the oceanic void wherein all things are possible. The real is unreal, and the unreal is made
manifest — the veil is rendered, and Otherworlds become ours to explore.
Moon-Neptune can be used to: Increase subtle and visionary perceptions; open yourself to
mediumship and spirit possession; potentiate visionary work; assist in astral travel and lucid
dreaming; facilitate inner and outer voidscape exploration; thin the veil between yourself and other
realms/ entities; make yourself more appealing to fairies, nature spirits, children, and animals —
help you to better perceive and communicate with them; induce daydreaming; increase clairvoyance
and assist in psychic development; make yourself more emotionally receptive; detach yourself from
over-investment in the mundane and material; promote mystical and gnostic realization; increase
frequency and potency of dreaming; artistic inspiration/ musing; emotional and creative resolution/
liberation; other things in alignment with the signiﬁcations of Neptune, Luna, or the sign of Pisces.
For Dream Work: Anoint the base of your skull with oil, and optionally the heart, upper back,
bottoms of the feet and palms of the hands. Spray the water on yourself, your linens, and pillow.
Keep items from this series on your bedside or under your bed. Helps magically induce sleep and
viviﬁes dreaming. Keep reliquaries on the bedside or under the bed. Hang dream catchers over bed.
In Ritual Work: Can be used to prime the body and physical space before ritual or artistic
endeavors in order to increase sensitivity, visualization capacity, and receptiveness. Burn the incense,
spray the water, or anoint with oil. Can be used to suffumigate or anoint scrying mirrors, crystals, or
vessels. Light the candles or wear the talismans during mediumship, scrying work, or while creating
automatic drawings, sigils, or making art. Use the candle’s light for scrying.
Side effects: Given their very speciﬁc charge and the fact that the Moon holds no particular dignity
in Pisces, these are not recommended for generalized lunar remediation. Due to their strong lunar
qualities, however, you may experience increased hunger and a desire to indulge in creature
comforts. These items can induce sleep and also open yourself up to increased spiritual contact.
Intentionally, these are wonderful tools to have in the arsenal, but if that’s not what you’re trying to
do or if you crank yourself too open, problems can ensue. In that case, perform a banishment and
engage in “grounding” activities. Items from the Asclepius series, especially the water, bath salt, and
incense, can help dispel an overdose of Moon-Neptune inﬂuence.
Timing: These items have a powerful charge and will work at any time, but have an affinity with the
Full Moon phase given those were the conditions of creation. Anoint talismans, dream catchers, and
reliquaries during Full Moons, or when the Moon is in Pisces.
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